
Step 1:  

Login to Landis Web Portal using credentials provided in E-Mail.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have not received your portal credentials or are unable to login contact your account manager for 

assistance. 

Step 2:  

Click the “Product/Offer” button located in your main navigation bar, and then click on “Product Inquiry” or 

“Inquire on Offers”  

This step-by-step guide will start with “Product Inquiry” and then explore “Inquire on Offers” 



Step 3: Product Inquiry  

 

After selecting the “Product Inquiry”  option, the pop-up opens to select the product you want to view. 

Searches may include the whole Product ID or Description or partial and it will still populate in the search.  

The difference between a product and an offer is that a product is the physical item on the shelf.  

An Offer is one or many products picked and packed for an order.  

When and order is submitted - the user orders an offer which is then translated to the floor into which 

products they need to pick. 

 

A Product does not always have to be its own offer, but and offer must have one or more products.  

 

If you have questions about what is a product and what is an offer, please contact your account manager for 

clarification 

 

This guide will look at the following tabs within Product Inquiry: Inventory, Versioning or Lot Control, 

UPC’s, History, Offer List and Offers 

 

The guide will look at following tabs within Inquire on Offers: Status, Products/Clusters, and Offer History  



Product Review 

The first screen that opens after selecting your product will be the inventory review page. At the top of the 

page you will see the “Product ID” you selected and the “Product Description”.  

If you have any questions whether you are looking at a product or offer, the “Build Type” will denote the type 

of item you are looking at.  

Inventory 

The lower half of the screen that pops up when the product is selected is a real-time snap shot of inventory for 

the product. The Inventory tab will automatically populate once a product is selected.  

On Hand Inventory:  how many products are physically on the shelf 

Reserved Inventory:  if any products were reserved for orders by clicking on the blue link “Reserved” a 

pop-up will appear with a description of how many and to which order they are 

reserved 

Unavailable Inventory:  is any stock that is on hold for any reason including Quality Control Hold or if a 

particular lot is unusable and requested to not use on orders  

Available Inventory:  equals on hand inventory minus reserved, minus unavailable 

Expected Inventory:   will indicate any PO’s that are outstanding that have not been received by Landis. By 

clicking on the blue link “Expected”, it will list all outstanding PO’s 

On Order:  will show any outstanding product for partially received PO’s in which the vendor 

short shipped the product or had a backorder and will ship later.  

Back Ordered:  will show total quantity of products to be shipped once product is received. By 

clicking on the blue link “Back Ordered” a pop-up will show a breakdown of each 

order and quantity ordered.   



Versioning 

Versioning is relevant if a product needs to controlled by a LOT or specific identifying characteristic.  

If a specific LOT is to be used, please notify your account manager to ensure it is selected when the order is 

processed.  

The Versioning tab will show you how many lots existed under a product and whether they are active or not. 

Some accounts will need to put certain lots on hold and can be reviewed in this tab.  

Versioning is not to be confused with tracking a products UPC history.  

UPC 

Universal Product Codes (UPC’s) tab will track if a products UPC has ever changed. Most products will only 

have one UPC in their existence, but sometimes receiving products from different suppliers without changing 

the Product ID, will result in a history of UPC’s per product.  

UPC’s can be added to a Product ID or uploaded with the initial implementation.  



History 

This tab will show all orders, receipts, adjustments and any other requests that would affect inventory levels.  

Double clicking on any line will bring up a summary of the transaction.  

If the history extends to more than one page, please click on the bottom arrows to see older transactions.  

Double click on any line in history will generate a pop-up box with every order that shipped on that date. If 

only one order shipped that day then only one like item will appear. If 700 orders shipped for this product in 

one day, all 700 lines will appear in the pop-up. Navigate like previous pages with the arrows at the bottom of 

the pop-up to see all orders.  

* Double clicking on any order in the pop-up will take you to the order in the “Order Inquiry” 
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Offer List 

The “Offer List” tab will show all offers the product belongs to. The example below shows that the offer can 

be ordered as itself in the 4 pack, but is also included in the 8 and 12 pack.  

There are other combinations and advantages to customizing offers for your products, that all account 

managers can help with on an individual level. Please see them with any questions.  

Double clicking on any offer will take you to “Inquire on Offer” - described later on page 7-9 

Offer (tab) 

The Offer tab within product inquiry displays and operates as the “Inquire on Offer” screen. If the user does 

not want to flip between pages, they can use this screen.  

The Offer tab only displays offers that are for the product in it’s single form. If a product does not have a 

single offer but belongs to a kit or offer/cluster the Offer tab will be blank.  



Step 4: Inquire on Offer 

On the main tool bar, in the drop down menu for Products/Offer’s select the “Inquire on Offers” selection.  

Offer List 

Offers can only be searched by Offer Id or Offer Description. The additional search box is for any customer 

who has “compressed” products that are no longer in use.  

Double click on the offer you wish to inquire about.  

Once the  offer has been selected. The “Graphs” tab appears first. Single click on the tab marked “Status”.  

We will also be exploring the “Products/clusters” tab and the “Order history”.  



Status 

The status of an offer is important. Offers can be available for a specific date range, organized by your account 

manager. An Offer can also become inactive. If the offer is not available in your order screen when you submit 

an order, or fails in an API upload, it could be because the offer is inactive and therefore unable to order.  

Any questions about the status of an inactive offer, please see your account manager.  



Products/Clusters 

A one for one offer as shown above has one product in its offer regardless of the quantity ordered.  

 

 

A multi-product offer as shown below has three products when the offer is ordered.  

 

As explained earlier, a product does not have to be an offer. Some products will only be picked when a 

particular offer is ordered like below; “INSTRUCTIONS” is only picked when this offer is ordered.  

Conversely, if “INSTRUCTIONS” was available for individual sale then it must be its own one for one offer 

in addition to existing offers.  



Offer History 

Offer history is similar to the product history, in that it shows every order that ordered the offer, however 

instead of lumping a days worth of orders together it will list each order as one line. By double clicking on the 

order line it will bring you to the “Order Inquiry”. Please see the Order Inquiry step-by-step guide for any 

questions.  

 

If you do not see the order you are looking for, use the search tools highlighted in orange to narrow or broaden 

your search.  
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